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I. Introduction

One of the defining features of the American juvenile justice system over the last century has been its cyclical nature, marked by swings between policies favoring rehabilitation and those focused on punishment. The most recent shift occurred in the closing decades of the twentieth century, when almost every state amended its laws to hold juvenile offenders more accountable for their crimes. The John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation’s Models for Change initiative is an effort to break the rehabilitation-punishment cycle by identifying the core elements of an effective juvenile justice system, and then using emerging science and strategic investments to develop stable models that can withstand the forces that have traditionally set the juvenile justice policy pendulum in motion.

Models for Change is a natural outgrowth of the MacArthur Foundation’s earlier efforts to increase understanding about the relationship between adolescent development and youthful offending. In 1996, the Foundation brought together a network of experts in psychology, law, sociology and other disciplines to conduct research on this topic, with a goal of providing baseline information which policymakers and others could use to develop sound juvenile laws, policies, and practices. One of the major findings to emerge from the MacArthur Research Network on Adolescent Development and Juvenile Justice was scientific verification of the common law principle that young people are developmentally different from adults and that the legal system should take this difference into account when assessing a youth’s culpability and capacity.

Armed with these research findings and motivated by what it viewed as the diminished landscape of the juvenile justice system at the dawn of its second century, the MacArthur Foundation formally launched its Models for Change initiative in December, 2006. The goal of the initiative is to contribute to the regeneration of the American juvenile justice system by creating “successful and replicable models of juvenile justice reform through targeted investments in key states.” The Foundation has pledged $100 million over the next several years to accomplish this ambitious goal.

II. Guiding Principles

The Models for Change initiative is based on eight principles. Collectively they represent the essential components of a fair and effective system of justice for responding to youthful offending. Rather than concentrating on rehabilitation or punishment, these guidelines incorporate the needs, rights and responsibilities of those affected by juvenile crime, including juvenile offenders, victims, families, communities, and the larger society. The guidelines are intended to provide a working framework for the development, implementation, and evaluation of a state’s effort to move its juvenile justice system forward. The eight principles are:

1. **Fundamental fairness:** All system participants—including youthful offenders, their victims, and families—deserve bias-free treatment.
2. **Recognition of juvenile-adult differences:** The system must take into account that juveniles are fundamentally and developmentally different from adults.
3. **Recognition of individual differences:** Juvenile justice decision makers must acknowledge and respond to individual differences in terms of young people’s development, culture, gender, needs, and strengths.
4. **Recognition of potential:** Young offenders have strengths and are capable of positive growth. Giving up on them is costly for society. Investing in them makes sense.
5. **Safety:** Communities and individuals deserve to be and to feel safe.
6. **Personal responsibility:** Young people must be encouraged to accept responsibility for their actions and the consequences of those actions.
7. **Community responsibility:** Communities have an obligation to safeguard the welfare of children and young people, to support them when in need, and to help them to grow into adults.
8. **System responsibility:** The juvenile justice system is a vital part of society’s collective exercise of its responsibility toward young people. It must do its job effectively.
III. Focused Efforts in Key States

One of the challenges of juvenile justice system reform in the United States is that there is not a single system to reform. Instead, each of the fifty states and the federal government has its own laws, its own political, economic and demographic environment, and its own unique history and experience with juvenile justice. In light of this reality, the MacArthur Foundation made a strategic decision to invest in a small number of states that were positioned to make systemic changes in their laws, policies and practices. Success in these states would then serve as a catalyst for effective juvenile justice reform in other states. Ultimately Pennsylvania, Illinois, Louisiana and Washington were selected as the “bellweather” states in which Models for Change would operate. Although these states differ in many respects, they were selected on the basis of common features such as strong and engaged leadership, a willingness on the part of stakeholders to work collaboratively, and the potential to influence other states to adopt proven approaches to meaningful juvenile justice reform. After its selection as a Models for Change state, each site brought together key stakeholders to engage in a planning process to identify three “targeted areas of intervention.” Targeted areas of intervention (“TAI”) are those aspects of a state’s juvenile justice system with the greatest potential for system-wide change across the state within a defined period of time and that are candidates for successful replication in other states. By limiting the potential scope of reform work in each state to three areas, the MacArthur Foundation sought to ensure that initiatives were clearly defined and capable of producing measurable results within three to five years. Given its longstanding commitment to racial and ethnic justice, the Foundation asked each state to make the issue of disproportionate minority contact (“DMC”) one of its three areas of concentration. In addition to DMC, the Models for Change states are working on a broad spectrum of juvenile justice issues, including alternatives to formal processing, truancy reform, a reduction in the number of youth tried in adult court, an increase in community-based alternatives to secure confinement, use of evidence-based and restorative justice practices, improved systems for reintegrating youth into communities after incarceration, and better mental health services for youthful offenders. Some of these activities involve changes in laws and policies at a statewide level, while others take the form of localized pilot programs that can be emulated in other jurisdictions. The primary mechanism by which these activities occur are grants to state and local partners, including public entities, private organizations, academic and research institutions, advocacy groups, and technical assistance providers.

Organizationally, Models for Change is structured to maximize the contributions of local, state, and national juvenile justice experts. The work in each state is managed by a “lead entity.” The lead entity is responsible for developing and implementing a comprehensive work plan that includes clearly stated objectives and benchmarks by which progress can be measured. The lead entity also identifies key public and private partners in the state and works with grant applicants to design projects that align with and advance one or more of a state’s targeted areas of intervention. The lead entities works with the National Center for Juvenile Justice to establish objectives, gather baseline data, and track its state’s accomplishments over the life of the initiative. In addition, the Foundation established and funded a National Resource Bank made up of national juvenile justice experts who can work with states to help them shape their work and provide technical assistance in a broad range of areas, including mental health, corrections, indigent juvenile defense, child welfare, financing systems, media relations, data collection, and racial and ethnic equality.

IV. Documentation and Diffusion

The Models for Change strategy is grounded in the theory that targeted investments in a small number of key states can be leveraged into widespread reform of the nation’s juvenile justice systems. To facilitate this goal, it is important to track and record each state’s planning, implementation, and evaluation process in order to allow later analysis of factors that contributed to positive changes in the state, as well as those that operated as obstacles to reform. Through this data-driven process, Models for Change hopes to gain insights into questions such as the effect of periodic changes in a state’s political leadership or finances on the momentum of reform, and whether there are effective strategies for managing potentially positive or disruptive transitions such as these.

If the Models for Change strategy is to be successful, there must be effective mechanisms in place for communicating successful interventions in one state to other states that are open to juvenile justice reform. Aware of this need, the Foundation intends to draw heavily on the growing body of innovation diffusion literature to map out plans for the replication of successful models of juvenile justice in other locations. This approach is an example of the Foundation’s effort to ground the Models for Change initiative in evidence-based research.
V. Going Forward

The *Models for Change* initiative has already begun to pay dividends. In Pennsylvania, for example, a broad cross-section of state leaders have adopted a joint policy statement agreeing to the elements of a model aftercare system to be put into place by 2010. In Illinois, lawmakers have reduced the number of youth automatically tried as adults and created a separate system of juvenile corrections. In Louisiana, a corrections-based model of juvenile justice is giving way to one focused on treatment and rehabilitation. And in Washington, the last of the four states to come on line, demonstration sites have been selected to work on a range of interventions, including improved access to effective interventions for truant youth, better coordination and collaboration among child serving agencies, and more effective approaches to tribal youth who come in conflict with the law.

Recently the MacArthur Foundation expanded the reach of its *Models for Change* work through the formation of two subject-matter action networks. The newly-created DMC Action Network will add four new sites to the existing four states for the purpose of developing strategic innovations to reduce racial and ethnic disproportionality. Similarly, the Mental Health/Juvenile Justice Action Network will involve eight states in developing information, resources and expertise in responding to the needs of the large number of youth in the juvenile justice system who have mental health needs.

Although *Models for Change* is based on a fixed set of core values, it is also a dynamic initiative that has already evolved organizationally and programmatically over time. An important example of this is the MacArthur Foundation’s increasing focus on positive as well as negative mandates. A negative mandate is one that lessens or eliminates a policy or practice that is inconsistent with the goals of a fair and effective system of juvenile justice. Examples include a reduction of recidivism rates, lowered numbers of youth held in secure confinement, and fewer juvenile court referrals from schools. Positive mandates, on the other hand, are those that build a system’s capacity to affirmatively serve the needs of individual youths. The dynamic relationship between negative and positive mandates is an important component of systems change. Positive mandates are important because they make it more likely that negative outcomes will be sustained over time. A permanent reduction in the number of incarcerated youth, for example, is heavily dependent on the availability and quality of alternative community-based services and sanctions. If those services do not exist or are ineffective in promoting positive youth outcomes, experience suggests that at some point there will be a recycling back toward more punitive approaches for dealing with offending youth, including isolation and secure confinement. Fortunately, there is a growing body of empirically-based research that is available to guide the development of positive interventions. In the end, the ultimate measure of *Models for Change*’s success will not be told by the numbers, but by the effect that the initiative’s reforms will have on individual children served by the juvenile justice system.
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